We have in the business over 5 years now. We have accomplished Platinum level in the business. We were invited into business by our good friends Vishal & Sonika Jain. We saw the business at open meeting and got excited about our dreams and signed up the very next day. We feel that we were given an honest treatment and it was our decision to join the business. We were given ample material at the end of meeting and going thru that answered most of our concerns. Also our sponsors sat with us next day and explained everything in detail and answered our questions before we got started. When we show the business to people we explain to them that it is not a "get rich quick" scheme. Also we loan them information material and meet them in next couple of days to answer any questions/concerns they may have. All this happens before they willingly sign up.

**The requirement of a seven-day waiting period:**
This rule will definitely have an ADVERSE impact on our business. because people tend to lose most of the information they learned over next couple of days also if somebody wants to get started they don't like to wait for 7 days before they can start working on developing their business. Secondly it will slow down the growth of the business.

**The requirement to provide references:**
This would be an extra burden for both prospects and IBOs. There will be a risk that prospect might end up registering with somebody on the list while you have done all the work. This would also violate the privacy of other IBOs in the area.

**The requirement to provide a "litigation list":**
The proposal doesn't adequately cover what a "seller" is, meaning that IBOs may have to list all litigation involving Quixtar itself as well as the entire IBO force across the country. This would also not be limited to cases found against the seller but even filed cases with no merit.

**The requirement for specific earnings disclosures:**
- We already make sufficient disclosures as per SA 4400 brochure at different levels in the business.

**The requirement for financial substantiation:**
- We do tell prospects our current level and income level in the business.
- It would be absolutely in appropriate to provide prospects our financial records to substantiate your Quixtar income. It will a violation of privacy and I would never like to share my personal information with somebody who may not even be an associate of mine in the future.